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a b s t r a c t

A moored barge alongside quay can be influenced by a nearby passing ship and its ship-generated waves.
In this study, a time-domain numerical method based on a three-dimensional potential flow solver is
developed to investigate the passing ship problem with a moored barge alongside quay. Potential flows
around the passing ship and the moored barge alongside a quay is directly solved by using a classical
finite element method. Total computational meshes including a passing ship, a moored barge and a quay
is updated at each step with an efficient re-mesh algorithm. To validate the developed numerical
method, a conventional ship wave problem and a passing ship problem on the open sea has been solved
and the solutions are compared with the existing data. Then, a series of numerical computations were
carried out to investigate the passing ship effect on a moored barge alongside quay. The characteristics of
the passing ship effects are studied with varying the simulation parameters such as passing ship speed,
separation distance, wall distances and waves. Focus is made on hydrodynamic forces due to the passing
ship effect and its ship waves.
© 2017 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

When a harbor area is busywith heavy ship traffic, moving ships
may pass closely by a moored vessel in the harbor. In this case, the
passing ships and their ship-generated waves induce considerable
hydrodynamic forces acting on the moored vessel. Unwanted large
motions of the vessel and high mooring forces can be caused by the
passing ship effect, which may result in various marine accidents.
For example, lifting operation with a crane vessel alongside a quay
or cargo transfer operations can be limited by the unacceptable
motions induced by the nearby passing ship. Also, small fishing
ships can be exposed to the risk of capsizing due to the ship waves
from a large passing ship. NTSB (1991) mentioned the damage case
of the ship mooring due to the passing ship effect.

These passing effects can be categorized into two types depending
on the passing ship speed. The first type is low-speed passing ship
effect, which usually happens in harbor and canal. Due to the low-
speed movement of the passing ship, the ship-generated wave is
not significant. Thus the hydrodynamic forces due to the passing ship

aremainly caused by thepressure variation due to thepresence of the
passing ship, which implies that these passing ship effects are influ-
encedby the sizeof thepassing ship, the separationdistancebetween
the two vessel and blockage effect with side wall and bottom. The
other type is high-speed passing ship effect, in which the hydrody-
namic forces acting on themoored barge ismainly transferred by the
ship-generated waves of the passing ship. So, how large and closely
the ship waves are generated is critical parameter for this type of
passing ship effect. Also, complex wave-body interactions between
the ship-generated wave and the moored barge or the quay may
reinforce or reduce the hydrodynamic forces.

Various numerical methods based on potential flow model have
been applied to study the passing ship effect. Among them, the
classical slender body theory still remains useful to predict the main
features of the ship-to-ship interactions. Tuck and Newman (1974),
Wang (1975) and Yeung (1978) used slender body theory for the
computation of the hydrodynamic forces between two ships. Varyani
and Krishnankutty (2006) also used the slender body theory to
calculate the hydrodynamic interaction forces acting on a moored
ship due to the passage of another ship in its proximity. Wag (2007)
derived an analytic solution for two slender bodies of revolution
translating in very close proximity based on the slender body theory.
However, since the slender body approaches are based on two-
dimensional flow solutions with rigid wall conditions on the free
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surface, three dimensional effect due to general ship geometries as
well as free-surface effect are not taken into account correctly.

In order to reflect the three-dimensional effect with exact hull
shapes, a few potential flow analyses with boundary element
methods have been applied to the passing ship problems. Regarding
the slow-speed passing ship effect, Pinkster (2004) adopted two
numerical models (double-body model and free-surface model)
based on 3-dimensional potential flow to solve the passing ship
problem with the focusing of the free-surface effect. He also inves-
tigated the effect of quay based on the numerical simulations and
reported that the passing forces on a ship moored in open water are
not a goodmeasure for the forces on a shipmoored alongside a quay.
His results show that the presence of the quay increases the surge
force by about 80% and reduces by about 60% the sway force and the
yaw moment. As for the high-speed passing ship effect, Dong et al.
(2009) carried out a numerical analysis of the forces exerted on
the hemisphere by ship waves. They modeled the ship wave using
Michell's thin-ship theory and then by using a conventional
boundary element method, the diffraction problem wave solved in
time-domain to obtain the forces exerted on the hemisphere by ship
waves. Although both numerical methods improve the solutions by
considering three-dimensional effect and free-surface effect, they
solved the diffraction problem for the moored vessel only under the
assumption of the disturbed wave (or potential) due to the passing
ship is not affected by the moored vessel. In principle, the disturbed
wave (or potential) of the passing ship may also interact with the
moored ship especially in close proximity or high speed conditions.
In addition, to consider the wave effect and vessel motion, direct
time-domains flow analysis method is required in combinationwith
the computational meshes including both the passing ship and the
moored vessel.

Direct Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) calculations can be
a possible solution method to investigate the ship-to-ship inter-
action effect without any assumption in the passing ship problem.
In particular, if the viscous effect is significant, CFD approaches is
necessary. Huang and Chen (2007) applied an unsteady RANS
solver to determine the forces on a moored ship perpendicular to
the passing ship path. Bunnik and Toxopeus (2011) computed the
passing ship effect with small drift angle. They pointed out that for
drift angles higher of 7.5�, the viscous effect should be taken into
account for a good prediction. Wang and Zou (2014) showed CFD
simulation results for hydrodynamic interaction between a berthed
ship and a ship passing through a lock. However, because the
passing ship problem requires a huge computational domain with
the movement of two floating bodies, the computational time of
the CFD methods is still too expensive. Moreover, the treatment of
the floating body motions and accurate wave propagation is still
challenging problems in the CFD methods.

Owing to the numerical limitations, a lot of experimental cam-
paigns including scaledmodel tests or full-scale measurements have
been carried out to study the hydrodynamic interaction forces due to
the passing ship effect. To name a few, Remery (1974) carried out a
pioneering experimental investigationwith the effects of the passing
ship size, separation distance, and forward speed. Measured captive
forces were used to determine motions and loads in mooring lines.
Dand (1981) conducted a series of model tests involving a ship
passing a stationary ship. He also developed empirical formulae to
predict the forces due to the passing ship effect. Vantorre et al.
(2002) conducted extensive model tests for ship-ship interaction
forces and derived semi-empirical mathematical formulations of the
forces. Pinkster and Ruijter (2004) suggested full scale measure-
ments in Noordzee canel. Good agreements are found between the
computational results and full scale measurements. Kriebel (2005)
reported laboratory scale model tests to measure the loads on a
moored ship resulting from a passing ship moving parallel to the

moored vessel. In the tests, the effect of various parameters like the
passing vessel speed, vessel displacement, water depth, and sepa-
ration distance between the two ships were studied.

In this study, the passing ship problem with a moored barge
alongside quay is investigated by applying newly developed
simulation method in which potential flows around the passing
ship and the moored barge alongside a quay is directly solved by a
classical finite element method and total computational meshes is
updated at each time stepwith an efficient re-mesh algorithm. Two
validation problems, a conventional ship resistance problem and a
passing ship problem on the open sea, were solved and the solu-
tions are compared with the existing experimental data. A series of
numerical simulations were carried out to investigate the passing
ship effect on amoored barge along quay. Discussion is made on the
effect of the several important parameters such as passing ship
speed, separation distance, wall effect and wave effect.

2. Numerical method

2.1. Boundary value problem

In this study, there is a moored barge alongside quay and a
passing ship with a forward speed, in which the gap distance be-
tween the barge and quay is normally quite smaller than the sep-
aration distance between the barge and the passing ship. Fig. 1
shows the schematic diagram for the present passing ship prob-
lem. Boundary value problem can be formulated with respect to an
earth-fixed coordinate system because the relative positions of the
passing ship and the barge continuously change.

It is assumed that the passing ship is moving at a constant for-
ward speed and motions of two vessels due to the hydrodynamic
forces are neglected. Linearized boundary value problem for given
passing ship problem is like followings;

V2fð1Þ ¼ 0 in UðtÞ (1)

vfð1Þ

vt
¼ �gzð1Þ on z ¼ 0 (2)

vzð1Þ

vt
¼ vfð1Þ

vz
on z ¼ 0 (3)

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram for the passing ship problem.
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vfð1Þ

vn
¼ 0 on SB1 (4)

vfð1Þ

vn
¼ n!$U

!
on SB2ðtÞ (5)

vfð1Þ

vn
¼ 0 on SW (6)

Governing equation for potential flow is Laplace equation in Eq.
(1). fð1Þ is first-order velocity potential defined in the entire fluid
domain UðtÞ: In this study, the fluid domain varies in time due to
the moving boundary SB2ðtÞ of the passing ship. Eqs. (2) and (3)

show linearized free-surface boundary conditions. Here, zð1Þ: is
the wave elevation on the free surface. g is the gravitational con-
stant. Eqs. (4) and (5) are body boundary conditions for the moored

barge and the passing ship, respectively. Here, d1
�!ð1Þ

and d2
�!ð2Þ

are

the 6-dof displacement vectors of the two vessels. U
!

is a velocity
vector of the passing ship, which basically has two velocity com-
ponents ðU;VÞ: SB1 and SB2 are the wetted-surface area of the
vessels. n! is the unit normal vector defined on mean wetted-
surface of the vessels. Eq. (6) is wall boundary condition on the
quay or sea bottom ðSW Þ: The superscripts indicate the order of the
problem, and the subscripts the vessel number.

2.2. Finite element method

The weak formulation of the governing equation for the po-
tential flow could be obtained by introducing the test functions j

and applying integration by parts like Eq. (7).

∭ UVf
ð1Þ$VjdV � ∬ vU

vfð1Þ

vn
jdS ¼ 0 (7)

Fig. 2. Re-mesh algorithm for the multiple floating body problem with large horizontal movement.

Fig. 3. Ship-generated waves around the advancing wigley hull at four simulation times (Fn ¼ 0.4, length in meters).
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The fluid domain is discretized using a finite number of elements,
ant the velocity potential function is approximated as a linear
summation of the continuous and differentiable test functions. By
applying Galerkin approximation, the velocity potential and wave
elevation can be expressed as Eqs. (8) and (9), respectively.

fð1Þðx; y; z; tÞ ¼
X
i

f
ð1Þ
i ðtÞNiðx; y; zÞ (8)

Fig. 4. Ship-generated waves around the advancing wigley hull under various forward speed conditions.

Fig. 5. Comparison of ship-generated waves around advancing wigley hull between body-fixed (SWAN2) and earth-fixed (present) coordinate calculations.
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zð1Þðx; y; tÞ ¼
X
k

z
ð1Þ
k ðtÞMkðx; yÞ (9)

whereNi is a three-dimensional basis function defined in the entire
fluid domain, and Mk is a two-dimensional basis function on the
free surface. Eight-node hexahedral elements and four-node
quadrilateral elements are used in this study. The boundary value
problem is finally transformed into a linear algebraic equation as
follows:

Kijf
ð1Þ
j ¼ Fi (10)

Tik _z
ð!Þ
k ¼ Pik

�
f
ð1Þ
n;k þ fz;k

�
(11)

Tik _f
ð1Þ
k ¼ Pik

�
� gzð1Þk þ ff;k

�
(12)

where,

Kij ¼ ∭ UVNi$VNjdV (13)

Fi ¼ ∬ SB

vfð1Þ

vn
NidS (14)

Tik ¼ Pik ¼ ∬ SF
MiMkdS (15)

The solution of the Laplace equation is obtained from Eq. (10).
The free-surface velocity potential and elevation are integrated in
time by Eqs. (11) and (12). In the present study, the conjugate
gradient method is employed for solving Eqs. (13)e(15). fz;k and ff;k
are the forcing terms attributed to the velocity potential and wave
elevation on the free surface, respectively.

The wave elevation and velocity potential on the free-surface
boundary can be integrated in time by applying free-surface
boundary conditions such as those expressed by Eqs. (11) and
(12). In this study, an artificial wave damping zone is introduced
to satisfy the radiation condition numerically. An artificial damping
term is added to the velocity potential in the dynamic free-surface
condition, and the wave elevation is forced to damp out in the ki-
nematic free-surface condition. The region of about 2e3 times of
the ship length is taken as the wave damping zone. The final free-
surface boundary conditions including the artificial damping term
are expressed as follows:

vf
ð1Þ
D
vt

¼ �gzð1ÞD � mf
ð1Þ
D 0n z ¼ 0 (16)

vz
ð1Þ
D
vt

¼ vf
ð1Þ
D
vz

� mz
ð1Þ
D 0n z ¼ 0 (17)

where, the subscript ‘D’ indicates the diffraction potential and
waves. The fourth-order Adams-Bashforth-Moulton method is
applied for time integration of the free-surface condition. When
convergence criteria is set to be 10�4 times of the wave elevation, a
converged solution is obtained after 4e6 iterations.

Fig. 6. Comparison of wave profiles along the advancing wigley hull.

Fig. 7. Comparison of resistance coefficients of the wigley hull.
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2.3. Multi-zone mesh approach

Since the present passing ship problem is inherently a moving
boundary problem, a technique for re-meshing at each time step is
required to solve it. In this study, multi-zonemesh approach, which
was newly developed by Nam et al. (2016), was used. In this
scheme, the concept of local and global meshing is employed,
where a local mesh refers to the body-fixed mesh surrounding a
floating body, and a global mesh is the earth-fixed mesh extracted
from the Cartesian grid system. Under the assumption of the vessel
experiencing a large horizontal motion in only the translation di-
rection, the re-mesh process can be simplified as a connection
operation between the local and global meshes. At first, the back-
ground mesh of the Cartesian grid and local meshes surrounding
the two vessels are generated. Then, since the passing ship is
assumed to move with constant forward speed, the local mesh
without modification may be located anywhere within the Carte-
sian grid during the simulation. Global mesh is extracted from the

backgroundmesh by eliminating overlapping elements. Finally, the
local and global meshes are merged by a connection operation to
obtain the updated new mesh. Fig. 2 shows example for proposed
mesh generation algorithm for the passing ship problem. In this
algorithm, the mesh on body surface is not changed during the
simulation, which makes it possible the accurate integration of
hydrodynamic force. Another advantage of the present re-mesh
algorithm is that solution interpolation between old and updated
meshes become quite simple.

The overall solution procedure consists of the four main steps.
First, the Laplace equationwith the appropriate boundary conditions
is solved using the finite element method. Second, the time in-
tegrations of the free-surface elevation and velocity potential are
performed using the free-surface boundary conditions. The first and
second steps are iterated until the solution is converged. Third, a new
mesh is generated using the re-mesh algorithm. Finally, the solution
is updated for the new mesh by interpolation scheme. More details
about the solution flow chart can be found in Nam et al. (2016).

Fig. 8. Force time series and wave contours of passing ship problem in open water (Fn ¼ 0.25, h ¼ 0.25 L, S ¼ 0.6 L).

Fig. 9. Comparison of hydrodynamic forces acting on the moored ship by the passing ship.
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3. Numerical validations

The developed numerical method has been validated by solving
a classical ship wave problem and a passing ship problem on the
open sea. In the first problem, the ship-generated waves with
various forward speeds are numerically simulated. It is confirmed
that the ship waves in body-fixed coordinate system are similar to
those of earth-fixed coordinate system. The ship resistances are
compared with existing experimental results. In the second prob-
lem, the passing ship problem in open water, which had been
experimentally tested by Kriebel (2005), was considered. The
general characteristics of the hydrodynamic forces due to the
passing ship are discussed. The force magnitudes from the present
numerical method are compared with the experimental data.

3.1. Ship with forward speed

As a ship is advancing forward, typical wave pattern, which is
known as ‘Kelvinwave’ or ‘ship-generatedwave’, is observed on the
free surface. It is well-known that the ship-generated waves consist
of a series of diverging and transverse waves. Fig. 3 shows the ship-
generated waves around an advancing wigley hull at four simula-
tion times. In this case, the Froude number is 0.4. Since the present
numerical method adopted earth-fixed coordinate system, it can be
seen that the wigley hull is moving in time from left to right. The

Fig. 10. Computational parameters for the passing ship problem.

Fig. 11. Wave fields around advancing Series60 and moored barge (Fn ¼ 0.30).
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diverging and transverse waves are well simulated by the present
numerical method. Also, due to the damping zone, the generated
waves are well absorbed inside the outside region. Fig. 4 shows the
ship-generated waves around the wigley hull under the various
forward speed conditions. The ship-generated wave is getting
stronger as the forward speed increase. When the forward speed is
relatively low, the transverse waves are dominant with the weak
diverging waves. Meanwhile, it can be seen that diverging wave
become significant as the Froude number is bigger than 0.30.

Theoretically, the hydrodynamic problem around the advancing
ship with a constant speed can be described with respect to two
representative inertial coordinates such as earth-fixed and body-
fixed coordinates. In the body-fixed coordinate, Galilean trans-
formation is applied to the boundary value problem which results
in advection term in free surface boundary condition, while re-
mesh process is not required since the problem is solved in body-
fixed mesh. However, the earth-fixed coordinate system requires
the direct mesh movement according to the advancing ship. Fig. 5
compares the ship-generated waves around the advancing wigley
hull between body-fixed and earth-fixed coordinate calculations.
The body-fixed coordinate results are computed by using a time-
domain Rankine panel simulation program ‘SWAN2’, which had
been developed by Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Overall
trends are quite similar between two calculations, which demon-
strates the present earth-fixed calculations method can be applied

to the advancing ship wave problems.
Fig. 6 compares thewave profiles along thewigley hull with four

different forward speeds. Experimental results and Boundary-
Element-Method (BEM) computations by He and Kashiwagi
(2014) are plotted together. When the Froude number is 0.250 or
0.267, present computations are quite similar to the BEM results.
However, it can be seen that two computational results slightly
underestimates the wave profile around the ship bow rather the
experiments. As the forward speed increases, present results is
getting closer to the experiments rather than the BEM results. Fig. 7
shows comparison with experimental data. Ship resistance co-
efficients from the present numerical simulations shows reason-
able agreement with the experimental data.

3.2. Passing ship problem in open water

In order to validate the present numerical scheme for the low-
speed passing ship problem, the model tests, which were per-
formed by Kriebel (2005), are numerically simulated. In the model
tests, Kriebel (2005) measured the mooring loads acting on the
stationary vessel due to parallel passing ships. Fig. 8 shows the force
time series and wave contours from the present numerical method
when a Series60 vessel is passing by another Series60 vessel. At this
calculation, the Froude number(Fn) of the passing ship is 0.25 and
separation distance(S) between two vessels is about 60% of the vessel

Fig. 12. Wave fields around advancing Series60 and moored barge (Fn ¼ 0.35).
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length. The water depth(h) is about 25% of the vessel length and
draft-depth ratio(D/h) is about 0.26. As can be observed, the hy-
drodynamic force characteristics are determined by the relative
positions between two vessels. When the passing ship is
approaching and located behind the stationary ship, the negative
surge force and clockwise yawing moment are acting on the sta-
tionary vessel. In particular, the surge force and yawing moment are
maximized if the longitudinal distance between the stationary vessel
and passing vessel is about half of the vessel length. Meanwhile the

sway suction force is maximized when the passing ship and sta-
tionary ship are located side by side configuration. If the passing ship
is moving ahead the stationary ship, the positive surge force and
counter-clockwise yawing moment are acting on the stationary
vessel. Fig. 9 compares the hydrodynamic forces acting on the
moored ship between the experiments and present calculations.
Overall trends are quite similar. But the present numerical simula-
tions give slightly lower values than experiments. These small
discrepancy is mainly attributed to the numerical damping.

Fig. 13. Comparison of time series of the hydrodynamic forces with two passing ship speeds.

Fig. 14. Wave fields and force time series acting on the barge under the low passing ship speed conditions.
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4. Results and discussions

In this study, the effect of passing ship on a moored barge
alongside quay, shown in Fig. 10, is numerically investigated. It is
assumed that the quay has infinite length and a stationary rect-
angular barge is closely located parallel to the quay. The main
dimension of the barge is 100 m(L) * 30 m(B) * 7.0 m(D). A Series 60
hull with 100 m length is chosen as the passing ship which is
advancing with a constant forward speed. The motions of two
vessels are neglected and focus is on the hydrodynamic forces
acting on the barge due to the passing ship. A series of numerical
computations were performed to study the effect of the various
parameters like followings;

C Forward speed (Fn)
C Separation distance (S)
C Wall effect (Gap distance (G), Water depth(h))
C Wave effect

In the numerical simulations, the mesh is generated to ensure
about 20 elements per ship length and 15 elements per water
depth. The time step is set to 0.05 s. Themesh size and time step are
determined based on the convergence tests with the previous
validation cases.

Fig. 15. Effect of the forward speed on the maximum hydrodynamic forces acting on
the barge.

Fig. 16. Boundary value problems for the passing ship problems.
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4.1. Forward speed effect

It is well-known that the ship-generated waves are getting
stronger as the ship speed increases, which indicate that the
passing ship effect can be strongly affected by its forward speed. In
order to evaluate the effect of the forward speed on the hydrody-
namic forces, several numerical simulations with various Froude
numbers were carried out. Fig. 11 shows the wave fields around the
passing ship and the barge when the Froude number of the passing

ship speed is 0.30. In this case, the gap distance is 10% of the barge
length (L) and the separation distance between the two vessels is
set to be same with the barge length. The water depth is set to half
of the barge length. The simulation time is normalized by (V/L),
from which we can check the advancing distance of the passing
ship. The passing ship is starting from far behind the barge location
and moves with a constant speed along the straight path. At t(V/
L) ¼ -1, the passing ship is located behind the barge and the ship
wave, that is almost fully developed, propagates into the

Fig. 17. Decompositions of the lateral hydrodynamic forces of the passing ship problem (Fn ¼ 0.25).

Fig. 18. Wave fields around advancing Series60 and moored barge with three separation distances.
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downstream area. At t(V/L)¼ 0.0, the passing ship is just passing by
the barge and two vessels are in side-by-side configuration at the
moment. Because the ship waves propagate within a confined an-
gles, the ship waves still cannot reach the barge and the quay. At
t(V/L)¼ 2.0e3.0, the shipwaves interact with the barge after part of
the diverging waves meet the barge. Also, it can be seen that there
are small disturbances along the quay.

When the Froude number of the forward speed is 0.35, more
strong divergent waves are generated shown in Fig. 12. At t(V/L)¼ -
1.0, the ship wave is still developing where the ship wave length is
almost twice of the ship length. At t(V/L) ¼ 0.0, the passing ship
arrives at the side-by-side position of the barge and part of the
diverging waves slightly contact the quay. At t(V/L) ¼ 2.0, it can be
seen that the ship waves start to interact with the barge and the
quay. At t(V/L)¼ 3.0, the ship wavemore strongly interacts with the
barge and there are also disturbances in the gap region between the
barge and the quay.

Fig. 13 compares the time series of the hydrodynamic forces
acting on the barge under two forward speed conditions. Basically,
as the passing ship speed increases, it can be expected that hy-
drodynamic forces acting on the barge also increase. The maximum
surge force in case of Fn ¼ 0.35 is almost 2.5 times bigger than that
of Fn¼ 0.30. The sway force also greatly increases with the increase
of the passing ship speed. The maximum sway force of Fn ¼ 0.35 is
about 6 times bigger than that of Fn ¼ 0.30. The yawing moments
show relatively small change according to the passing ship speed.
However, it can be observed that the high second peak of the
yawing moment occurs if the Froude number is 0.35.

The simulation results under three low speed conditions are
shown in Fig. 14. When the Froude number is 0.15 or 0.25, the ship-
generated wave is negligible and the hydrodynamic forces are also
quite small. In this case, the hydrodynamic forces acting on the
barge is mostly attributed to pressure variation due to the presence
of the passing ship. When the Froude number is 0.25, the ship wave
is slightly generated and the forces acting on the barge is getting
stronger and more oscillates. Since the contribution of the ship
waves become more significant with the increase of the ship speed,
the time when the hydrodynamic force is maximized is also
delayed as the passing ship speed increases. Fig. 15 shows the
comparison of the maximum force magnitudes according to the
forward speed. As the forward speed increases, the horizontal
forces and yawing moment also sharply increases. In particular,
when the Froude number is bigger than 0.25, the abrupt increases
of the hydrodynamic forces occur because the high ship waves are
generated and interacts the barge and the quay.

Based on the present numerical observations, the hydrodynamic
forces due to the passing ship effect can be divided into two force
components. The first one is attributed to the pressure variation
due to the presence of the passing ship, which can be called as ‘low-
speed passing ship effect’. The other one is caused by the interac-
tion with the ship-generated waves of the passing ship, which can
be called as ‘high-speed passing ship effect”. If the coupling effect is
not significant, the velocity potentials and hydrodynamic forces
due to the passing ship effect can be approximated like followings;

fð1Þzf
ð1Þ
S þ f

ð1Þ
L þ f

ð1Þ
F (18)

Fig. 19. Comparison of time series of the hydrodynamic forces with various separation distances (Fn ¼ 0.35).

Fig. 20. Effect of the separation distance on the maximum hydrodynamic forces acting
on the barge (Fn ¼ 0.35).
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Fig. 21. Wave fields with various gap distances (Fn ¼ 0.35).

Fig. 22. Force time series acting on the barge (Fn ¼ 0.35).
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Fð1ÞzFð1ÞL þ Fð1ÞF (19)

where, f
ð1Þ
S ;f

ð1Þ
L ; and f

ð1Þ
F are the velocity potentials of ship-

generated wave problem(Fig. 16(b)), low-speed passing ship
problem(Fig. 16(c)) and high-speed passing ship problem(Fig. 16(d)),

respectively. Similarly, Fð1ÞL and Fð1ÞF are the hydrodynamic forces due
to the low-speed and high-speed passing ship effect, respectively.
Fig. 17 shows typical decomposition of the hydrodynamic forces by
applying the band-pass filter. It can be understood that the low-
frequency (‘LF’) component is mainly attributed to the low-speed
passing ship effect and the wave-frequency (‘WF’) component is
mainly caused by the high-speed passing ship effect. In this case,
various force approximation formula can be introduced like Eqs.
(20)e(21), where AL and AF are amplitudes of the hydrodynamic
forces and cj is the additional parameters. As shown in Fig. 17, the
approximate solutions show quite similar trend with the numerical
results.

Fð1ÞL zAL cosð�c4ptÞexp
�
�c2t

2
�
ð1� c3tÞ (20)

Fð1ÞF zAF cosð�c4ptÞexp
�
�c5pt

2
�

(21)

4.2. Effect of separation and wall distances

The interaction between the ship wave and the barge or quay is
strongly influenced by the separation distance between the barge
and the passing ship. Fig. 18 shows the wave fields with three
different separation distances. As expected, under the small sepa-
ration distance conditions, it can be clearly observed that the ship-
generated wave strongly interact with the barge and the quay.
There are significant reflected waves from the barge and the quay,
which results in the un-symmetric ship waves. However, as the
separation distance increases, the reflected waves from the barge
become weaker. When the separation distance is equal to the 1.5
times of the ship length, it can be seen that the ship waves cannot
reach the barge and no reflected waves can found.

Fig. 23. Effect of the gap distance on the maximum hydrodynamic forces acting on the barge.

Fig. 24. Comparison of time series of the hydrodynamic forces with three different water depths.
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Fig. 19 shows the direct comparisons of the time series of the
hydrodynamic forces acting on the barge due to the passing ship. As
the separation distance increases, all hydrodynamic force compo-
nents decrease. Also, when the separation distance is small, the
hydrodynamic forces are maximized earlier in time rather than
those in wide separation distance. This is because the ship-
generated high waves within the finite angle can reach the barge
earlier in time under small separation distance conditions. Fig. 20
compares the maximum hydrodynamic force values with
different separation distances. It can be seen that the hydrody-
namic forces due to the passing ship increases greatly as the sep-
aration distance decreases. For example, the horizontal forces at S/
L ¼ 1.0 is more than about 5 times of those at S/L ¼ 2.0.

Gap distance between the barge and the quay is directly related
to the wall effect. Fig. 21 shows the simulation results with various
gap distances. If the gap distance is small, the wall effect is signif-
icant. However, as the gap distance is getting larger, the wall effect
become less. It means the problem with large gap distance is
equivalent to the passing ship problem on the open water. In
particular, if the gap distance is larger than half of the ship length, it
can be seen that the ship wave is not distorted due to the quay.
Fig. 22 compares the force time series acting on the barge. If the gap

distance is larger than half of the barge length, the hydrodynamic
forces acting on the barge converge almost the same values.
However, as the gap distance is less than half of the ship length,
lateral force and yawing moment greatly increases. In particular,
when the gap distance is 10% of the ship length, the maximum
lateral force are almost twice of that with the wider gap distances.
Fig. 23 shows the effect of the gap distances on the maximum hy-
drodynamic forces under two forward speed conditions. It can be
observed that the effect of the gap distances is more significant
under the low passing ship speed condition because the low-speed
passing ship effect is greatly affected by blockage effect due to the
wall effect. When the Froude number is 0.25, the hydrodynamic
forces significantly increases with the decrease of the gap distances.
Under the Froude number of 0.35, the lateral force sharply increase
only if the very small gap distance condition is met. It is know that
gap resonance or strong gap flow occur under the specific gap
distance condition.

Water depth is also an important parameter, which defines the
water volume around the passing ship and the vessel. Regarding
the low-speed passing ship effect, it is known that the hydrody-
namic forces increases as the water depth is getting shallower.
Fig. 24 compares the force time series with five different water

Fig. 25. Wave fields under various regular wave conditions (Fn ¼ 0.35).
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depths. When the Froude number is 0.20, the hydrodynamic forces
are strongly affected by the water depths. This is because the low-
speed passing ship effect is large affected by the pressure variation
due to the passing ship in shallow water depth. Meanwhile, when
the Froude number is 0.35, it can be seen that the variation due to
the water depth is relatively not significant. It means that the ship-
generated waves are not significantly changed according to the
considered water depth conditions.

4.3. Wave effect

The harbor area is generally sheltered from ocean waves by
breakwaters. However, small waves may exist and propagates in-
side the harbor area, which causes the wave forces acting on the
moored vessels. In order to investigate the combined interaction
effect from the passing ship and the incoming waves, numerical
simulations are performed under regular wave conditions. Fig. 25
shows the wave fields around the passing ship and the moored
vessel under three regular wave conditions. For all cases, the wave
amplitude is fixed as 0.5 m. It is assumed the incoming wave
propagated in parallel with the quay. As can be observed, wave
elevations around the barge are slightly changed according to the
wave periods. Ship-generated waves are also affected by the
incoming waves. The incoming waves interact with the ship-
generated waves, which results in locally high or low wave eleva-
tions in the downstream regions. Thus the phase of the incoming
wave become an important factor for the passing ship effect. Fig. 26
compares the time series of the hydrodynamic forces acting on the
moored vessel under three regular wave conditions. When the
wave period is 12.0 s, positive surge force becomes almost twice of
the surge wave force due to the passing ship effect. If the wave
period is 10.0 s, the sway force rather than surge force increases due
to the passing ship effect.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the passing ship problem with the moored barge
alongside the quay are numerically investigated with a focus on
hydrodynamic forces acting on the barge. A numerical method
based on finite element method and an efficient re-mesh algorithm

is applied to the present passing ship problem. Following is a
summary of the study, the findings, and the above discussions:

� A numerical method for solving the passing ship problem based
on the finite element method in the time domain has been
developed. An efficient re-mesh algorithm is proposed for the
solution. The concept of local and global mesh is employed in
the algorithm, and the re-mesh process is replaced by a simple
connection operation. The proposed numerical method is vali-
dated by a conventional ship wave problem and a passing ship
problem on the open sea.

� The passing ship forces are quite dependent on the passing ship
speed. The hydrodynamic forces due to the passing ship effect
can be divided into two force components. The first one is
attributed to the pressure variation due to the presence of the
passing ship, which can be called as ‘low-speed passing ship
effect’. The other one is caused by the interaction with the ship-
generated waves of the passing ship, which can be called as
‘high-speed passing ship effect”. As the passing ship speed in-
creases over Froude number 0.3, hydrodynamic forces acting on
the barge also significantly increases because high ship-
generated waves strongly interact with the barge and the quay.

� Separation & gap distance and water depth are critical param-
eters for the passing ship forces. As the separation distance in-
creases, the passing effect significantly decreases. When the
separation distance is small, strong interactions between the
ship waves and the barge or the quay can be seen. Also, as the
gap distances increases, the effect of quay become negligible.
However, under the small gap distance conditions, it can be
observed that the hydrodynamic forces acting on the barge
greatly increase due to the wall effect.

� The combined interaction effect from the passing ship and the
incoming waves are clearly observed based on the present nu-
merical simulations under regular wave conditions.
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